Summer 2012 in Byzantine Studies

Dumbarton Oaks is once again filled with new and familiar faces this summer. In the beginning of the month we welcomed our new Summer Fellows and Greek Summer School Students, as well as Summer Interns.

Greek Language Summer School

It was great having the Greek Language Summer School here with us this month. We will be sad to see them go but hope that they will return to Dumbarton Oaks again! Here they are at work in The Study with instructors, Alice-Mary Talbot and Stratis Papaioannou.

The Byzantine Community

Staff

Sue Boyd (emerita)
Gudrun Buehl and Michael Sohn
Deb Brown
Örgü Dalgiç and Vasileios Marinis
Susannah and Michael Italiano
Scott and Carol Johnson
Joel and Colette Kalvesmaki
Margaret Mullett and Michael McGann
John (emeritus) and Carla Nesbitt
Irfan and Mary Shahid
Jonathan Shea
Alice-Mary (emerita) and Bill Talbot
Jack and Jeannette Tannous
Natalia Teteriatnikov (emerita)
Günder Varinlioğlu
Stephen Zwirn

Summer Fellows

Patrick Andrist, Université de Fribourg
Massimo Bernabò, Università degli Studi di Pavia
Matthew Briel, Fordham University
Krysztof Domzalski, Polska Akademia Nauk
Wolfram Drews, Universität Münster Historisches Seminar
Heather Hunter Crawley, University of Bristol
Robert Kitchen, Knox-Metropolitan United Church
Manuela Studer-Karlen, Université de Fribourg
Jeffrey Walker, University of Texas - Austin
Martin Wallraff, Universität Basel

Greek Language Summer School

Annika Asp-Talwar, U. of Birmingham
Richard Barrett, Indiana University
Lorenzo Cioffi, EHESS, Paris
Katarzyna Gara, Jagellonian University
Andras Kraft, CEU
Andrew Larson, UC, Berkeley
Tom Maranda, U. of Michigan
Lee Mordechai, Princeton
James Morton, UC Berkeley
Nicole Paxton, Yale University

Coins and Seals Intern

Lain Wilson, Princeton University